HASH 825 - 13th October 2018
A twist in the tail. Well, sort of. An A to B. Well, sort
of. Boats and rivers, estuaries, the sea. Swamps,
checks
dogs, cats, electric wire. This week
had it all. Apart from Russian dancing girls, that is.
And the sight of Little Wiener checking us all in over
the river, not knowing 25% of the bastards went
another way. Magic. Big thanks to Bollock’s and Dany
for allowing the Hash to Trash their lovely house and
to immerse some of our smelly bodies into their pond.
(note the spelling of cheeks),

Swollen Colon, a spy
from Phuket, returns.

Epic ejection by the look
of it. Phuket hashers
obvious get oﬀ easily.

Ping, one of those electric letters had just arrived and I was
gobsmacked when I opened it as someone glorying in the name of “Dogs
Bollocks” was demanding my presence in Lipa Noi that very afternoon.
The venue was to be in a field. Was this a challenge to a duel or some
jousting. Who could tell, so I summoned the limousine and headed over
the hill and arrived to find an audience of 37 shady looking characters
lurking under a canopy. The torrential rains had momentarily abated and
with three thirty approaching the master of ceremonies stepped forward
and introduced us to the man of the hour who looked the epitome of
sartorial elegance in a pair of Shit kicker’s boots, superbly cut long
shorts and topped off with a large blue wig with what appeared to be a
large colony of beasties leaping in and out of it. He sheepishly admitted
that the program for the afternoon had been changed at the last minute
due to an outbreak of swine fever. So we would have to fall back on plan
B involving several kilometres of plodding round the local buffalo fields
looking for the paper he and his trusty serf had cunningly dispersed.

Someone yelled ON ON and apart from a chosen few of the aristocratic
guests we all raced off into the wide blue yonder. The paper was easily
found and with only a few exceptions progress was swift and sure.
Some of the participants had clearly been imbibing of the golden throat
charmer prior to setting out and started wobbling about and losing the
paper but they were soon brought back into the fold and no harm was
done. I was reliably informed later on that the blue wigged monster,
while transporting the VIPs, stopped to address Little Wiener and
immediately began speaking in tongues. This caused the Yorkshire
Terrier a certain amount of confundlement, but Wiggy pressed on and
deposited his passengers further up the trail.
We, the common herd, by this time had solved and broken all the checks
encountered and the next we knew was we were facing a wide expanse of
crocodile infested water at the other side of which sat Little Wiener
soaking up a stubby or two as he listened to Golden Oldies.com. This was
like Caesar crossing the Rubicon. There was a vessel of sorts but it was
filled with exhausted half pissed folk and looked to be taking on water
faster than the captain could bail it out. Masterbates decided that his
days as Rotherham Academy long jump chump. sorry champion, would
stand him in good stead and he launched himself skyward and with all the
elegance of a pregnant water buffalo landed midway across to a rousing
cheer from all present.
The last section was a dawdle with a scamper along the beach and in
through the back door to the welcome sight of the Olympic sized pool
and manicured lawns of the Shades estate.
Everyone was safely back except Wiener who presently limped home
singing along to one of Freddy and the Pacemakers’ hits.
Much chit chat about the trail and rings being pulled and also a delightful
little appetiser supplied by the Hare’s charming beloved Dany-no-name.
Back to business however and the unanimous decision by the mob was for
an outstanding Hash. We were pleased to welcome Swollen Colon an Ex
G.M. from the Phuket Hash who performed well on the circuit. The
Taddle Tails were Rambosnitch Feral Flaps who seemed to have found the
entire athlete contingent guilty of something and Russell Crowe who had
a few remarks to make about Muffdiver, Forbeskin and....surprise
surprise Feral Flaps.
Pooyings On in and the Thais faced up to the Falangs kitted up with
Downies and despite detailed instructions the first attempt was declared

false due to I’m Cummin’ getting her knickers in a twist. After a top up
the whistle sounded and once again the Thai contingent routed the Falang
wusses.
Returnees Two Stroke, Edmond and Lynne and Bob ze Builder apologised
for their absence and took their medicine. We will be “ Tubiless” until
Xmas as T.T. is off to Ze Fatherland, Wiener was very surprised to find
his rear end on the Arctic as a result of his outstanding efforts in giving
us a great afternoon of weather but prosecutor Big Yin was a well
deserved ice sitter for the crime of using foul language.
Go round Again then gave a detailed description of the forthcoming
extravaganza and he awaits your company in Lamai Valley.
After an excellent Hash and some great fun, the Circle was closed and we
were all grateful for the availability of the pool.
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